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The 10 Days of Connection is an annual community-wide initiative to build 
empathy, kindness, and connection across lines of difference.  

For 10 days in May 2018, 180 leaders and organizations came together to 
challenge everyone in Miami-Dade and Broward counties to step out of their 
comfort zones and connect with people who are not like them, in whatever 
way they were ready. 

This report tells the story of how the initiative came to be and how it has 
evolved to become an inclusive and accessible initiative that provides dozens 
of opportunities for everyone in South Florida to explore new perspectives 
and become more empathetic, kind, and connected. 

INTRO

THE  
FOUNDING 
STORY 

In late 2016, leaders from five Miami organizations heard locals 
expressing a need for stronger relationships, deeper 
understanding, widespread kindness, and increased empathy. 

These leaders - Roberta Shevin (MCCJ), Nancy Ancrum (Miami 
Herald), Stephanie Sylvestre (The Children’s Trust), Rebecca 
Mandelman and Matthew Beatty (The Miami Foundation), Tammy 
Klingler (United Way of Miami-Dade), and Claudia Grillo – 
came together and decided to take action. With support from 
Radical Partners, they dreamed up Connect Miami. 

The kickoff for this community-wide initiative was the 10 Days of 
Connection, which has been created and produced by Radical 
Partners for two consecutive years.  

In 2018, the 10 Days of Connection expanded to Broward and was 
led by Cori Flam Meltzer.  

WHY
CONNECT? 

"We may be a diverse region, but we’re often surrounded by those who 
are just like us. Our news feeds are filtered by the stories we like. Our 
politics are more polarized than ever. We have to work harder to truly 
hear each other, especially across lines of difference. It’s time to step 
up." - Rebecca Fishman Lipsey, CEO and Founder, Radical Partners  
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THE 

DAYS

may 1

may 2

may 4

POTLUCK DAY 
We encouraged people and organizations around town to host potlucks and 
connect with others. Giant potlucks were hosted at the United Way of Miami- 
Dade, Royal Caribbean Cruiselines, and Communities in Schools of Miami.

LET'S DO LUNCH 
Dozens of people built relationships across lines of difference over lunch. Some 
adventurous connectors enjoyed lunch with people they'd never met before and 
learned about each others' stories and cultures.  

OPEN HOUSE 
Several organizations opened their doors to foster connection, including a panel 
discussion at Capital One Café, community conversations at Suited for Success 
and 2-1-1 Broward, and a cozy tour of The Copper Door Bed & Breakfast.   

Over the course of the 10 days, local organizations and leaders offered dozens 
of opportunities to increase connectivity across lines of difference. Here are a 
few examples of events that aligned to the proposed daily themes. 

IF YOU WANT TO LEARN MORE, VISIT THE CALENDAR OF EXPERIENCES AT WWW.10DAYSOFCONNECTION.ORG/EVENTS

may 3

CONNECTION NIGHT 
At Venture Café Miami, more than 15 hosts challenged over 400 participants to 
connect by learning about Asian and Arab communities, dancing to music played 
by young artists, and playing bingo to get to know others in the room. 

may 5

NEIGHBORHOOD WALKS 
Hundreds of neighbors in South Florida went out to explore different 
neighborhoods thanks to the amazing leadership of #MiamiWalks, The Miami 
Foundation, Little Haiti Cultural Complex, and Communities of Promise, who 
altogether led 18 community walking tours. 

10
May 9th | Jam Night at The Yard 
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THE 

DAYS
may 6

may 10

may 8

MOVIE NIGHT 
This day was all about screening films 
that highlight connection. ThumbsUp International 
screened the documentary "May I Help You?" and fostered 
intergenerational and inter-ability connections. 

DINNER-OUT NIGHT 
Some organizations and individuals took the challenge and had dinner 
somewhere new! Junior League of Miami and Overtown Youth Center invited 
their networks to meet for dinner. 

REFLECTION DAY 
On the 10th day of the 10 Days of Connection, more than 10 connection 
experiences offered an opportunity for people to commit to keep connected to 
different causes all year round. We invited locals to share their connection 
moments using #10DaysofConnection.

IF YOU WANT TO LEARN MORE, VISIT THE CALENDAR OF EXPERIENCES AT WWW.10DAYSOFCONNECTION.ORG/EVENTS

may 9

JAM NIGHT! 
More than 200 people broke silos to the rhythm of different rhythms at The 
Wynwood Yard, thanks to seven organizations that collaborated to make us 
collide. The night ended with all participants singing "Lean On Me"! 

may 7

BOOK CLUB DAY 
The goal of the day was to discuss books that promote empathy, understanding, 
and connectivity. Sant La and Anti Defamation League presented "Mama's 
Nightingale" by Edwidge Danticat as part of Haitian Heritage Month. 

10 May 6th | Dinner Out with Achieve Miami & Teach for America
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BY THE
NUMBERS

hosts 

connection events

locals reached

locals engaged

attendees 

Would like to participate again! 

Think the initiative successfully 
promoted the value of connection, 
inclusiveness and kindness in 
South Florida. 

Feel more connected to their 
community after participating in 
the 10 Days of Connection. 

Are more likely to go out of their 
way to connect with others who 
are not like them. 

Are more likely to seek out and 
explore new perspectives. 

Are more likely to be mindful of 
accessibility and inclusivity. 

Are more likely to learn more 
about someone before jumping to 
conclusions. 

Feel like the South Florida 
community values connection, 
kindness, and inclusion. 

Thanks to the  
participants that provided
feedback, we know that: 

180

112

95,000

48,000

5,500

days10

May 9th | Songs and S'mores 

97% 

86% 

84% 

82% 

82% 

80% 

77% 

82% 

+

+

+

+

wonderful

(that we can count)
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BY THE
IMPACT

"I think these events were eye opening and great and it will change my way to connect with 

people in the future." - Gabriela Neville

"It was interesting to meet new people I don't think I 

would have encountered on my own. Everyone was very 

nice and welcoming..." - Mio Acosta

"Usually our events are majority LGBT so this was different 

as that wasn't the case." -   Anonymous Host

"Via the 10 Days of Connection Facebook    group, 5 of us 

decided to get lunch together in order to meet people 

that we did not know before. We had natives of Russia, 

Cuba, Argentina, and the US!" - Rebecca Willett

"I was surprised to begin noticing how many people in my daily life I don't know anything about. I 

used the 10 days as a chance to get to know their stories and build bridges." -  Anonymous Participant

"From this experience, I learned to challenge 

stigmas and long-held beliefs. When you get outside 

of your comfort zone it can be an amazing 

experience. Find a way to get into other 

neighborhoods and learn from their occupants." 

- Gabriela Barrocas

May 5th | Experience Overtown

May 4th | Let's Do Lunch

May 6th | Elevate, Being Nicer
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BY THE
IMPACT"There were participants in attendance from diverse nationalities, 

faith, racial-ethnic, professional, and sexual orientation 

perspective... The audience engaged in a rich discussion about 

what it means to have beauty, be beautiful and have divine beauty 

from an Islamic perspective." - Zafreen Jaffery   

"Connect Miami gave us an opportunity to 

connect people across races, cultures and 

ages. [Venture Café Miami] hosted a podcast 

listening party about the Middle East, a panel 

discussion on Asian cultures, a musical jam 

session with  youth, and drag queen bingo. 

We really enjoyed hosting interactive sessions 

which gave our cafe goers the chance to 

connect with   various organizations and 

people on a personal and human level." - Liza 

Benkovich

"We had youth participants that were foster care youth, youth with disabilities (a group we 

previously have not engaged with), and homeless youth. Often times, these groups may not meet..."  

- Anonymous Host

May 3rd | Exploring Islamic Mysticism 

May 3rd | Connection Night at VCM

"I really enjoyed watching different organizations I truly respect coming together for the 

first time so cohesively..." - Sammy Gonzalez
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

May 8th | Beyond The March 

THANK YOU SOUTH FLORIDA for building this community-wide initiative with us! We are very 
grateful for the tens of thousands of locals that took part in it this year.  

We are inspired by the fact that 180 leaders and organizations took ownership over this 
community initiative and were part of the fabulous host committee. That in itself is very powerful!  

Thanks to the dozens of volunteers and neighborhood explorations leads.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

May 1st | Giant Potluck

Thank you to the amazing founding organizations who created Connect Miami in 2017 and got 
the ball rolling for the 10 Days of Connection: United Way of Miami-Dade, The Children’s Trust, 
The Miami Foundation, MCCJ, and the Miami Herald. We are particularly moved that the CEOs 
of each organization engaged this year: Maria Alonso, James R. Haj, Javier Soto, Roberta Shevin, 
and Alexandra Villoch.  

Special thanks to Tammy Klinger, Daniel Escardo, Juan Urquiola, Stephanie Sylvestre, Danielle 
Barreras, Rebecca Mandelman, Matthew Beatty, Ana Mantica, Nancy Ancrum and Claudia Grillo 
for your vision, your hard commitment, encouragement and support.  

Thank you to our media partners for inviting and inspiring locals to participate via Facebook 
Lives, articles and newsletters: Sun Sentinel, Univision, Miami Herald and The New Tropic.  A 
special shout-out to all of our friends at The New Tropic for engaging over 800 members in the 
Facebook Group "10 Days of Connection | Miami-Dade". 

Thank you to Cori Flam Meltzer for taking this initiative to Broward County and to Jen Klaassens 
for joining her in that positively overwhelming adventure! 

Special thanks to four members of the host committee that helped make this initiative a more 
inclusive and accessible one: Debbie Dietz, David Durand, Trevor Ditzler, and Corey Davis. 

Thank you to Adriana Oliva and the team at The AO Insight Group for their social media 
support. 

Thank you to Hector Chacon for his unconditional support of the Radical Partners team.  
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REFLECTIONS
AND NEXT

STEPS

We are incredibly grateful and we are positive that the 10 Days of Connection will leave a mark 
on South Florida. 

With your feedback and support, we will keep working hard to strengthen this initiative in many 
ways. If you have any ideas, please reach out to us. Our aim is for South Florida to be known 
globally not only for its diversity, but for its commitment to inclusivity, accessibility, and equity.  

As we begin to plan for future initiatives, we ask you to keep exploring new perspectives all year 
long, to stay connected, share with others, and to spread kindness, empathy and connectedness 
wherever you go. 

See you around town,  

WHAT'S NEXT?

It was truly beautiful to co-create this experience with you 
once again and to make it grow. Not only in volume but in 
meaningful collaborations, contagious empathy, and kind 
environments.  

We are really proud to see our diverse community 
participating so actively and also reflecting and pushing for a 
more inclusive and accessible region that provides 
opportunities for all. 
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May 2nd | Open House of The Copper Door B & B



STAY CONNECTED
  www.10daysofconnection.org 
  info@connectmiami.org 
       Connect Miami 
       10 Days of Connection | Miami-Dade 
       10 Days of Connection | Broward 
       @ConnectMiami305 
       @ConnectMiami305 



REFLECTIONS
AND NEXT

STEPS

We are incredibly grateful and we are positive that the 10 Days of Connection will leave a mark 
to South Florida! 

With your feedback and support, we will keep working hard to strengthen this initiative in many 
ways. We are committed to making South Florida a region that is recognized for its commitment 
to diversity, inclusivity, and accessibility.  

As we begin to plan for future initiatives, we ask you to keep exploring new perspectives all year 
long, to stay connected, share with others, and to spread kindness, empathy and connectedness 
wherever you go. 

See you around town,  

WHAT'S NEXT?

It was truly beautiful to co-create this experience with you 
once again, and to make it grow. Not only in numbers but in 
meaningful collaborations, contagious empathy, and kind 
environments.  

Our diverse community not only took the challenge to 
connect across lines of difference this year, but also joined 
us in reflecting and pushing for more inclusive and 
accessible connection experiences. 
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May 2nd | Open House of The Copper Door B & B


